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Test Promotional Tip 14: Create a

recognizable logo for your test team and use

them on all your documents

A recognizable logo makes your test team more visible.

Especially if you use the logo on the front page of all your

documents that you create, on your company’s intranet or

other digital communication media.

A logo is a text, a picture or a combination of text and picture

by which you can recognize a company or institution.

Basic principles and tips

• Make a simple logo, but watch out for too boring designs:

just enough to notice it and that we store in our brains to

remember.

• A logo may consist of a picture, but can also just be a

small text. In text logos you can think of using "the right

font"

o A thick solid font reflects strength and a solid foundation.

o Font shows just a frivolous elegance and femininity

o An oblique letter indicates a movement.

• If you are doing a text logo: always make a readable logo,

if people see it, they should be able to read it directly. Take

care of so-called "written" fonts, these are harder to read in

a second.

• Color: A limited number of colors is important, but

remember that not all documents are printed in color: The

logo must also be effective in grey scales.

• The psychological aspect of a logo is in color and shape.

Each chosen color and shape has a meaning. It is important

to choose the right combination between color and form.

• Here are some examples of color and emotional properties

as they are in Western Europe. It may be that in other parts

of the world these are interpreted differently. For example, the

colour green is compared to nature and environmental

friendly in Europe, but in countries with a jungle this color

could mean something connected to death.

o Red: Strong emotion, warmth, aggression, but also in the

context associated with love

o Orange: In the Netherlands this has a cultural emotion.

Happy, autumn, fire, dark orange: stone pots.

o Yellow: Clear, cheerful, stimulating, summer, light,

striking (also often used for warnings or high risks because

it stands out from the rest)

o Green: Nature, comfort, good disposition, in contrast to

red (rather not use in combination)

o Blue: Calming, safety, security.

o Light blue: creative

o Dark blue: intelligence, freshness and hygiene

• A logo must be scalable. Iit should display properly in

small and large sizes.

How to make a logo?

• Once you have decided to use a logo, and making a first

impression that lingers in your colleagues.

• So take the time to make a logo and take it step by step.

• Draw sketches on paper, if necessary, beginning with

scribbles on paper. A few scratches can be a good idea about

a logo.
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• Then work this out. On paper first, and then on the PC.

o Create different versions that you can review

o Experiment with different fonts

o Ask for feedback from colleagues

• Test your logo: show it to someone and ask if he or she

can draw the logo from his or her mind after a week.

These were some basic tips. On the Internet you can find

many more tips, but also many examples of logos. On the

basis of the above story you can already recognize if they are

good or less good (or disastrous). Maybe you could use a logo

that you can find on the Internet as the basis for your own

logo. But remember: the most original ideas start with pen

and pencil.
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Yes, I know.


